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Abstract
Despite the increasing interest on parallel mechanisms
during the last years, few researchers have addressed the
motion planning problem for such systems. The few existing techniques lie onto a representation of the workspace
of the mechanism (or its boundary). However, obtaining
this representation is generally too difficult, only partial solutions exist for particular cases. In this paper
we propose a general approach based onto probabilistic motion planning techniques. This approach does not
need any modeling of the robot’s workspace. It combines
random sampling techniques with simple but general geometric algorithms that guide the sampling toward feasible
configurations satisfying the closure constraints of the
parallel mechanism. The efficiency and the generality
of the method are demonstrated onto several complex
mechanisms made up with serial or parallel associations
of Stewart platforms, or created with several redundant
robots manipulating an object.
I. I NTRODUCTION
A parallel manipulator is a mechanism in which the
end-effector is connected to the base by at least two
independent kinematic chains [19]. The most representative parallel manipulator is the six-degrees-of-freedom
(d.o.f.) mechanism known as Stewart platform [26], [8].
This definition can be also applied to more complex
multi-loop mechanisms formed by several manipulators
handling an object. In this paper we address the problem
of planning collision-free motions for such general parallel
mechanisms.
The few existing techniques for trajectory validation
and motion planning of parallel mechanisms [22] use a
representation of the workspace of the mobile platform.
The difficulty to compute such representations limits the
generality of these approaches, like with deterministic motion planning techniques [16] that first relied on an exact
model of the collision-free configuration-space CSf ree of
the mobile system. Probabilistic motion planning techniques [12] do not need to build a model of the space
where they are applied. This property was the key of
their success during the last decade. However, the closure
constraints of parallel mechanisms (i.e. multiple loops)
remain an important challenge for probabilistic motion
planning methods and the few existing approaches [17],
[11], [6] are mostly limited to single-loop mechanisms. We

Example of motion planning
problem for a Stewart platform.
Fig. 1.

present an extension of our work on motion planning for
closed kinematic chains [6] using the PRM framework,
to efficiently deal with multi-loop mechanisms such as
general parallel robots.
A first application of the approach is to capture the
self-collision-free workspace of the parallel mechanism
into a small data structure (a random visibility roadmap
[25]). Once computed for a given mechanism, this data
structure can be used to generate in real-time valid motions
avoiding self-collisions between the links of the mechanism. In presence of obstacles, the proposed approach
also allows us to solve motion planning problems like the
one illustrated in Figure 1 where the path to extract the
ring mounted onto a Stewart platform from the “s-shaped”
obstacle is computed in only a few seconds.
Section II first gives a brief overview of probabilistic
motion planning techniques. In this same section, we
discuss about the extension of these techniques to handle
closed kinematic chains. Parallel mechanisms are presented in Section III. Our approach for sampling random
configurations of such systems is explained in Sections IV
and V. Results in Section VI show the generality of the
method through different applications for various kinds of
systems.

erated into a variety instead of a configuration-space. The
difficulty to compute (and to connect) such configurations
remains a challenge for the application of probabilistic
motion planners.
PRM and Closure Constraints: Only a few works
extending the PRM framework to deal with closed-chain
mechanisms can be found in the literature [17], [11],
[6]. The approach in [6] demonstrates good performance
onto complex 3D closed chains involving tenths of d.o.f..
Each single-loop in the mechanism is broken (as initially
proposed in [11]) into two chains (passive and active).
The random node generation combines a sampling technique called Random Loop Generator (RLG) with forward
kinematics for the active chain and inverse kinematics for
the remaining (passive) part of the loop in order to force
the closure. When computing the edges, the local planner
is limited to act onto the active joints. The passive part
of each loop follows the motion of the rest of the chain
using point to point inverse kinematics.
The main interest of RLG is that it produces random
samples for the active chain that have a high probability
to be reachable by the passive part. The algorithm in
[6] performs well on independent single-loops and was
also applied to some cases of multi-loops. However, this
approach requires an extension to efficiently handle more
general closed-chain mechanisms. Parallel mechanisms
are a more complex instance that presents particular
interest.
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II. P ROBABILISTIC M OTION P LANNING
Probabilistic motion planning techniques appeared in
the last decade as an alternative to deterministic approaches. In particular, Probabilistic RoadMap (PRM)
methods [12] have been mostly developed. These techniques have demonstrated to be efficient and general tools
for motion computing.
PRM Principle: The general PRM principle is to
construct a graph (roadmap) that captures the topology of
CSf ree . The nodes are randomly sampled configurations
satisfying intrinsic conditions in this space (e.g. collisionfree). The edges are short feasible paths (local paths)
linking “nearby” nodes.
PRM Variants: Several algorithms [1], [3], [27],
[25], [2] have been proposed sharing this basic idea. These
methods mostly differ from their sampling strategies. In
particular, the visibility-PRM approach [25] is used in our
solution. The algorithm building the graph only keeps
the sampled configurations in two cases: when they link
several connected components of the roadmap or when
they can not be connected to any of these components.
The main advantage is to compute a smaller roadmap
which significantly decreases the number of calls to the
local planner (the most expensive step of the roadmap
construction) compared to other approaches. Figure 2
shows two roadmaps for the same 2D environment. The
left one has been computed by a basic-PRM algorithm
that keeps every valid sampled configuration. The right
one, obtained by the visibility approach, encodes the same
information in a much smaller structure.
The mentioned PRM techniques are called multiplequery. Once the roadmap is computed, motion planning
queries are solved by connecting the start and goal configurations to the graph and searching a path in it. Other
algorithms dedicated to solve simple planning queries
have been developed from the same principles than PRM
(e.g. RRT [15], SBL-PRM [23]).
All techniques above require the generation of random
configurations of the mechanism. This is a trivial process
in the case of open kinematic chains. On the contrary,
when the mechanism contains loops, samples must be gen-
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General description of a parallel mechanism.

III. PARALLEL M ECHANISMS

Basic-PRM and visibility-PRM in
the same 2D environment.
Fig. 2.

Description: A parallel mechanism is composed of a
base B, a platform P and n kinematic chains Mi linking
them. We call ABi and APi the frames corresponding
to the connections of each Mi to B and P respectively.
FB and FP are the frames associated with B and P (see
Figure 3).
The spatial situation of P (usually called pose) is
defined by a vector qP ={x, y, z, θx , θy , θz }. The three firts
elements represent the position of FP with respect to FB .
The orientation is given by three consecutive rotations

around the axes of FP 1 . The platform is considered to
be the end-effector of a parallel mechanism. Hence, an
equivalence can be established between poses of P and
points of the workspace of the system.
Workspace: The workspace WSP of a parallel mechanism is usually computed from the workspaces WSMi
of the chains Mi and the dimensions related to P. The
difficulty is that WSP can not be decoupled into two
three-dimensional (graphically representable) sub-spaces
because of the dependence between position and orientation of the end-effector. Therefore, only sub-sets of the
workspace may be represented. Most of the existing works
are limited to the determination of some particular sections
of the positional workspace with constant orientation of
the platform [10], [18]. Other techniques compute the
feasible rotations of the platform around a fixed point [21].
Configuration: The configuration of a parallel mechanism is defined by the joint values of the chains Mi
(and the pose of P). Configurations satisfying the closure
constraints could be easily computed from a model of its
workspace. Hence, a feasible pose qP could be directly
obtained from this representation. The spatial situation
of the connection-frames APi w.r.t. the ABi would be
given by qP , and the configuration of the chains Mi
linking these frames could be then computed by inverse
kinematics techniques.
However, modeling the workspace of a general parallel
mechanism remains an open problem [20]. In next section,
we describe an algorithm that generates random configurations of a general parallel mechanism without requiring
the explicit computation of WSP .
IV. R ANDOM C ONFIGURATION S AMPLING
FOR PARALLEL M ECHANISMS
We propose a general approach that combines random
sampling techniques with simple geometric operations for
generating random configurations of parallel mechanisms.
Spherical shells approximating the WSMi are used to
progressively compute the pose qP of P. The algorithm
first generates the position parameters of qP and then
it computes the rotation parameters. Such obtained pose
of P correspond to random samples in a conservative
approximation of WSP . Then, the existence of a feasible
configuration is checked for each chain Mi linking ABi
and APi . The configuration of the parallel mechanism is
kept when all the Mi connect the base and the platform,
else the process is iterated. Next paragraphs detail the
main features of the approach.
WSMi Approximation: In a similar way than in
[6], spherical shells bounding the reachable workspace
(only in position) of the chains Mi are used. A tradeoff between accuracy and computing time justifies this
choice. A spherical shell is defined by the intersection
1 The approach is valid for other representations of the orientation (e.g.
Euler angles).
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Illustration of the computation of Cxy .

of the volume between two concentric spheres and a
cone whose vertex coincides with their common center.
Spherical shells are used in collision detection as boundary
volumes of objects because of the fast computation of their
intersections [14]. Parameters characterizing the spherical
shell are derived from the features of the chains Mi .
The center is the origin of the frame ABi . The external
and internal radii correspond respectively to the maximum
and minimum extension of the chain. The axis of the
cone cutting the full shell is a vector associated with
ABi (normally its z-axis). The half-opening angle is the
maximum angle between this axis and the vector passing
through the origins of ABi and APi .
Platform Position: Given the fixed spatial situation
of the ABi in FB , a plane Π can be computed by interpolating the position of the frame origins (when there are
more than two). We next explain the method to generate
the position of the platform w.r.t. the frame FΠ associated
with this plane.
First, a rectangle Cxy approximating the orthogonal
projection of WSP on Π is computed as follows. The
spherical shell approximating each WSMi is augmented
by the distance from APi to FP . The projection of the
external portion of sphere on Π corresponds in general to
an ellipse. Cxy is the rectangle bounding the intersection
of these ellipses. Figure 4 illustrates this process in the
case of four chains Mi . For clarity purpose, we have only
represented the external surface of the augmented shell of
the chain M1 .
The generation of a pose of P begins by randomly
sampling a point pxy in Cxy . Then, the intersection of
the line perpendicular to Π passing through pxy with each
one of the augmented spherical shells is computed. (when
one or several volumes are not intersected, a new point
pxy must be sampled). The result of this operation are
one or several intervals in z (relative to Π) for each Mi .
The intersection of such intervals represents a conservative
approximation of the set of reachable positions of the
platform for a given pxy . The z coordinate of the origin
of FP is generated by randomly sampling in this set.
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Illustration of the computation of Iθk i .

Platform Orientation: For a given position of P, its
orientation is generated by progressively computing the
three elementary rotations. We next explain the process
for one rotation.
The rotation of P around an axis k produces a circular
motion of each APi . The intersection of the spherical shell
approximating each WSMi with the circle generated by its
corresponding APi is computed. The result is the set Iθk i
of values of the rotation parameter making APi reachable
(in position) by Mi (considering our approximation). Figure 5 illustrates this operation. When the circle intersects
all the shells, the value of the rotation θk is obtained
by randomly sampling in the interval(s) resulting of the
intersection of the Iθk i sets. The process is iterated when
any of the computed intersections is null.
Mi Configuration & Validation: The conservativeness of the approach is essential in order to guarantee that
WSP will be completely sampled. However, the validity of
each configuration must be tested. A configuration is valid
when the platform’s pose induces feasible joint values of
all the chains Mi .
For parallel manipulators (Stewart platform type) obtaining the configuration of the Mi for a given pose of P
is straightforward due to the simple nature of these chains.
In the general context this process is more complex. Each
triplet {ABi ,APi ,Mi } is treated as a closed kinematic
chain. When Mi is a non-redundant system, its configuration can be directly obtained by inverse kinematics. In
case of redundancy, we use the RLG algorithm presented
in [6] to generate it.
Note that this approach also allows to handle particular
cases such as mechanisms where the position of the
platform is fixed w.r.t. the base and/or the rotational
mobility is limited (i.e. rotating only around one or two
axes).
V. C OMPLEX M ECHANISMS
The presented approach has been extended to handle
more complex systems obtained by the associations of parallel mechanisms. It has been also adapted to a particular
case of highly-redundant chains Mi .

Associations: When n parallel mechanisms are connected in series (see left image in Figure 8), each platform
Pi , i=1..n−1, becomes the base for the next platform. The
process of generation and validation of the configuration
is progressively achieved for each platform starting from
the base (P1 ) to the top (Pn ). When the sampled pose
of a given Pi is not valid, the process does not re-start
completely. It is only iterated from Pi−1 . When several
parallel mechanisms are disposed in parallel (see right
image in Figure 8) they form a “main” parallel system.
Each mechanism can be considered as a chain Mi of the
main system. Therefore, their platforms become passive
elements of the whole mechanism.
Mobile Mi bases: Such case occurs for example
when the Mi chains correspond to mobile manipulators
(i.e. articulated system composed of an arm mounted on
a mobile base [13], see Figure 10). Spherical shapes are
suitable to bound the reachable workspace of the arm, but
not for the whole mobile manipulator. We have extended
the approach to the case where the ABi can freely move
on parallel planes. While computing qP , these frames are
considered to be placed at the position that maximizes
the variation of each parameter. Then, feasible random
configurations of the chains Mi are computed by RLG.
VI. R ESULTS
The approach has been implemented into the motion
planning software Move3D [24]. In this section we comment some of the obtained results for very different
parallel mechanisms. Numerical results correspond to tests
performed with a Sun Blade 100 workstation.
Self-collision-free motions: The first experiment
aims at demonstrating the performance of the approach
to compute self-collision-free motions of the Stewart platform. The roadmap computed for this mechanism can
be used to generate such motions in real-time. The left
image in Figure 6 shows an example of the self-collision
configurations to be avoided. The graph illustrated in the
other image of this figure was computed by the visibilityPRM [25] approach in 22 seconds. It only contains one
connected component made up with 11 configurations.
This small graph covers more than the 99.99% of the
robot workspace. The roadmap construction required the
generation of 17442 configurations of the mechanism, of
which 2328 were found to be collision-free. Using our
sampling strategy, 30840 platform’s poses were tested for
the generation of valid configurations (more than 50%
of success). With similar tests performed using standard
random sampling techniques to generate the platform’s
pose 2 , less than a 2% of the samples produced valid
configurations of the mechanism. This illustrates the important gain (about 25 times faster) using the proposed
sampling approach.
2 Samples are taken in a six-dimensional-box bounding the space of
feasible poses of P.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the self-collision-free visibility-PRM

computed for a Stewart platform.

Motion planning for Stewart platforms: The second example illustrated by Figure 7 shows a constrained
motion planning problem for the Stewart platform. The
figure shows the start and goal configurations and the trace
of the solution path. Note that the motion requires extreme
deformations of the mechanism. A graph containing this
solution was computed in 60 seconds. Once computed, it
allows to process motion planning queries in some hundredths of second. The two images in Figure 8 correspond
to motion planning problems involving associations of
parallel mechanisms. The manipulator of the left image
is a model of the Logabex-LX4 [5]. The arm is composed
of four Stewart platforms connected in series. Motion
planning queries solving problems where the manipulator
with the grasped bar changes from one to another opening
of the bridge were computed by RRT algorithm [15] in
a few seconds. The right image illustrates an example
where two sets of three Stewart platforms cooperate in a
assembly task. This type of association as been proposed
in [4] for the manipulation of large objects. The motion to
assemble the two puzzle-like parts was computed in only
15 seconds.
Parallel systems including manipulator arms: The
two last examples show the generality of the approach. In
both cases, the mechanism consists of several robotic arms
grasping an object. The problem illustrated in Figure 9,
where four 6R manipulators have to unhook an object and
to insert it into the cylindrical axis, was solved using RRT
in less than 1 second. The last example (see Figure 10)

Sequence of the solution motion
for the s-bar problem.

Fig. 8.

Examples of associations of Stewart platforms.

combines two types of difficulty. First, the system composed by the three holonomic mobile manipulators and
the piano is a very complex parallel mechanism (9 d.o.f.
for each Mi chain). Also, the complexity of the scene
makes the validation of collision-free configurations and
local paths harder. A graph that permits to rapidly compute
any feasible motion in this scene was computed using
the visibility-PRM approach in about 5 minutes. In this
example, the redundancy of the manipulators (Mi chains)
is treated by the RLG algorithm as explained in Section V.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
The proposed approach allows to extend the PRM
framework to efficiently handle complex mechanisms with
multiple loops. Our aim is to reach the highest level of
generality. The approach can deal with the most general
definition of parallel mechanisms and its efficacy was
demonstrated onto complex examples (e.g. serial/parallel
associations of Stewart platforms, parallel system with redundant chains). A possible improvement of this approach
could be to integrate constraints for avoiding singular
configurations along the trajectory [7], [20].
We are currently investigating the application of our
closed-chain PRM approach to highly articulated mechanisms encountered in molecular models. Hence, tools for
analyzing the motion of loops in protein structures [9]
should help biologists to better understand the important
processes such as protein-ligand or protein-protein interactions and protein folding.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 9.

Four robotic arms manipulate an object.

A piano mover problem with three
cooperating mobile arms.
Fig. 10.
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